
Leeahn Gallery is pleased to announce Line in Space, Tchun-Mo Nam’s solo exhibition that will be 

on view at the Daegu location. This is his fourth solo exhibition at the gallery so far, subsequently 

following the major solo exhibition at Ludwig Museum in Koblenz. Works on display reflect how 

Nam has constantly explored the area of relief painting via usage of the motif of lines, ranging from 

painting to sculpture.  

 

Nam has experimented in various ways in order to articulate space with only line itself. This 

exhibition presents 24 new works including paintings that portray the concept of strokes within 

space and how they expand throughout, along with a large installation piece. While the existing 

“sculpture-painting” aimed to depict the spatial relationship between line and light, paintings that 

are newly introduced express the space in which lines are intertwined on the canvas.  

 

The artist aspires to show the purity of painting through the use of lines, as his work derives from 

the investigation of the origin of painting. Considering that Nam was inspired by the ways in which 

artists from his previous generations depicted blank space through lines, he bestows meaning to it 

as an independent component. As the exhibition title suggests, Nam explores how lines transform 

within space by placing assorted lines in the area.  

 

In the Stroke Lines series (2020), a thick straight line was expressed in a concise form as multiple 

lines overlapped with each other, while the enlarged plaid pattern was mixed up in diverse colors 

and sizes. Moreover, traces of paint left as a result of lines that Nam drew at once enrich the overall 

frame.  

 

For the Lines series (2019) that is displayed on second floor, each work is a collage of pieces of 

fabric that are colored and cut. Nam constructs a sense of space by repeatedly sticking cotton cloth 

pieces on the canvas, therefore embodying the plaid framework. He naturally leaves bumps in the 

process, which adds not only an unexpected aspect to the artwork but also a rhythmical sense.  

 

This exhibition features sculpture and drawing works along with those on flat surface. In addition, 

the installed sculpture (2020) that mainly deals with curved lines shows the spatial relationship that 

the artist has mapped out. As such, Line in Space exhibition will shed light on the issue of painting 

and of objectivity within space that Nam has constantly pondered upon.  


